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Everybody knows that when a liquid is heated, its temperature inreases until the
moment when it starts to boil. The inrease in temperature then stops, all heat being
used to transform the liquid into vapor. What is the mirosopi origin of suh a strange
behavior? Does a liquid drop ontaining only few moleules behave the same? Reent
experimental and theoretial developments seem to indiate that at the elementary level
of very small systems, this anomaly appears in an even more astonishing way: during the
hange of state - for example from liquid to gas - the system ools whereas it is heated,
i.e. its temperature dereases while its energy inreases. This paper presents a review of
our understanding of the negative spei heat phenomenon.
1. Introdution
Phase transitions are universal phenomena whih have been theoretially understood
at the thermodynami limit of innite systems as anomalies in the assoiated equation of
state (EoS). They have been lassied aording to the degree of non-analytiity of the
thermodynami potential at the transition point. As an example gure 1 shows a rst
order phase transition i.e. a jump in the average energy < E >= −∂β logZβ, Zβ being
the anonial partition sum, as a funtion of the onjugate intensive variable β.
However, most of the systems studied in physis do not orrespond to this mathematial
limit of innite systems[1℄ and, in fat, nite systems are now, per se, a subjet of a
very intense researh ativity, from metalli lusters[2,3℄ to Bose ondensates[4,5℄, from
nanosopi systems[6℄ to atomi nulei [7℄ and elementary partiles[8℄.
2. Finite systems
The thermodynami potentials of a nite system in a nite volume are analyti fun-
tions. As a onsequene, the average energy varies ontinuously with the temperature
and annot present a jump. The transition looks like a rossover (see g. 1). Thus, it
is often onluded that phase transitions an only be dened for innite systems. This
situation an be thought as unsatisfatory, sine on one hand the thermodynami limit
∗
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2Figure 1. Canonial alori urve < E >= −∂β logZβ presenting a disontinuity hara-
teristi of a rst order phase transition for an innite system (thin line) while it remains
ontinuous in a nite system (thik line).
does not exist in nature, and on the other hand the understanding of mesosopi systems
is beoming one of the most hallenging eld in physis [9℄.
In the reent years, many eorts have been devoted to give the theoretial foundations
for the denition of phase transitions in small systems and expliitly make the bridge
between possible anomalies in nite systems and the usual denition of phase transitions
at the thermodynamial limit [2℄.
2.1. Phase transition in the intensive ensembles:
Zeroes of logZ and bimodality of the event distribution.
Following Yang and Lee[10℄ ideas, a lassiation sheme valid for nite systems has
been proposed by Grossmann [11℄ using the distribution of zeroes of the anonial partition
sum in the omplex temperature plane (see top of g. 2). Alternatively, we have reently
proposed the possible bimodality of the probability distribution of observable quantities
as a diret denition of a phase transition [18℄ (see g. 2), the diretion separating the
two phases being an order parameter.
A typial example, the distribution of the magnetization of the 3D Ising model, is
shown in gure 3. The observed bifuration is harateristi of a seond order phase tran-
sition. Below the ritial point the bimodality in the magnetization transition indiates
a rst order transition at nite magneti eld (the intensive variable onjugated to the
magnetization).
In a reent work[19℄ we have demonstrate that this denition of phase transitions in
nite systems based on bimodality is onsistent with the Yang Lee theorem [10℄, i.e. with
the standard denition of rst order phase transitions in the thermodynami limit. The
rst step is to make the link between the partition sum and the event distribution. Taking
the example of a anonial ensemble both quantities are diretly related to the density of
states W (E) : Pβ(E) = W (E)e
−βE/Zβ and Zβ =
∫
W (E)e−βEdE. Therefore, introduing
a referene temperature β0 we get
Zβ = Zβ0
∫
Pβ0(E)e
−(β−β0)EdE (1)
3Figure 2. Various equivalent denitions of a rst order phase transition in a nite system:
an aligment of the zeroes of the partition sum in the omplex temperature plane (top);
a bimodality of the event distribution (below); a negative heat apaity (below) and an
abnormal kineti energy utuation (bottom).
4Figure 3. Evolution of the magnetization distribution as a funtion of the temperature in
the Ising model (ε/2 is the strength of the spin spin interation)
i.e. the partition sum is the Laplae transform of the event distribution. A single distri-
bution Pβ0(E) at a given temperature β0) is in priniple enough to reonstrut the whole
partition sum for all temperatures β. This is only true for nite systems sine at the ther-
modynami limit the distribution P beomes a delta funtion whih ontains information
only about the temperature β0 (as required by the theorem of ensembles equivalene).
Using (1) one an show that a set of zeroes onverging and aligning perpendiularly
to the reel temperature axis, as required by the Yang-Lee theorem, is equivalent to a
probability distribution split at least in 2 equivalent omponents (bimodal), separated by
an energy inversely proportional to the density of zeroes lose to the real axis, i.e. diretly
proportional to the number of partiles A. The resulting nite energy jump per partile
is the latent heat.
2.2. Link between intensive and extensive ensembles:
Bimodality of the event distribution and negative heat apaity.
Alternative denitions of phase transitions in nite systems have been proposed. It
has been laimed that rst order phase transitions in nite systems an be related to a
negative miroanonial heat apaity [12,7℄ or more generally to an inverted urvature
of the thermodynami potential as a funtion of an observable whih an then be seen as
an order parameter [13℄. These anomalies an also be onneted to the general topology
of the potential energy surfae [14℄.
It should be notied that this denition of phase transitions an be used only in an
ensemble in whih an extensive variable[15℄ playing the role of an order parameter is on-
trolled (extensive ensemble) sine it is based on the urvature anomalies of the assoiated
thermodynamial potential as a funtion of the ontrolled extensive variable. Conversely,
5both the Yang-Lee and the bimodality pitures require that the extensive variables are
not diretly ontrolled but are free to utuate being onstrained only by a Lagrange mul-
tiplier . This orresponds to the assoiated intensive ensemble. In this sense denitions
based on negative urvatures or on bimodalities (or on the zeroes of the partition sum)
are omplementary, sine they annot be applied to the same ensemble.
We have demonstrated that these two pitures are equivalent and are the manifestation
of the same phenomenon in two dierent ensembles[19℄. This an be easily demonstrated.
Let us take the energy as a typial extensive variable. The inverted urvature denition of
a rst order phase transition is nothing but the ourrene of a negative heat apaity in
the miroanonial ensemble, while the bimodality should be looked for in the anonial
energy distribution. However, using the denition of the miroanonial entropy S(E) =
logW (E) and of the anonial energy distribution Pβ(E) one an diretly show that they
are intimately related by the equality
logPβ(E) = S(E)− βE − logZβ (2)
The above relation is valid for every temperature β−1 and every energy E, meaning that in
a nite system the energy probability a single temperature is in priniple enough to aess
the whole entropy funtional. However, from a pratial point of view enough statistis
should be aumulated in a given energy bin in order to infer the assoiated entropy so
that Eq. (2) an be used in pratie only in the strongly populated region.
From Eq. (2) it is lear that the urvature of logPβ(E) is diretly the urvature of
S. Then, a bimodal probability distribution implies a negative heat apaity and, vie
versa, a negative entropy urvature leads to a bimodal energy distribution for an anonial
temperature β equal to the miroanonial one at the maximum of the urvature inversion.
An illustration of the relation between the signal of phase transition in various en-
sembles in the ase of an isobar Lattie-gas model[22℄ is presented in gure 4. In the
top gure obtained in the anonial ensemble, the log of the energy distributions is
presented. The alulation is performed lose to the transition temperature, and the
distribution is bimodal as expeted. Beause of eq. (2) this gure also represents the
entropy (with a linear behavior βE+logZβ subtrated); its derivative is the miroanon-
ial temperature T−1 = ∂ES = β+ ∂EPβ and its urvature the inverse of a heat apaity
C−1 = 1/∂ET = −T
2∂EES = −T
2∂EEPβ. The bimodality is nothing but a onvex in-
truder in the entropy urve, whih produes a bak bending in the miroanonial alori
urve and a negative branh in the heat apaity (see gure 4).
For omparison on the miroanonial alori urve of g. (4) we also present the
anonial average and most probable energies. In the bak-bending the anonial distri-
bution is bimodal so that the most probable energy is disontinuous (big dots) and so is
presenting the energy jump harateristi of a rst order phase transition. Conversely the
usual anonial alori urve whih relates the average energy to the temperature takes
the whole bak bending region (i.e. the whole range of temperatures exhibiting a bimodal
energy distribution) to go smoothly from the gas to the liquid (dotted line).
2.3. Partitioning of energy and miroanonial entropy
Negative heat apaity and abnormal kineti energy utuations.
6Figure 4. Top: log of the energy distribution (a little above the transition temperature)
whih is nothing but the entropy exept for a subtrated linear behavior. Middle: the
dedued miroanonial temperature. For omparison the anonial alori urve < E >
as a funtion of β−1 as well as the most probable energy are also plotted (dotted line and
big dots respetively). Bottom: the assoiated miroanonial heat apaity.
7In ref. [?℄ we have proposed to use the utuations of the kineti energy to dedue the
miroanonial heat apaity and we have shown that a negative heat apaity results
in an abnormally large energy utuation. This an be easily explained for a lassial
uid and tested in the framework of the lattie-gas model. The total energy E of the
onsidered system an be deomposed into two independent omponents, its kineti and
potential energy: E = K+V. In a miroanonial ensemble with a total energy E the total
degeneray fator W (E) = exp (S (E)) is thus simply given by the folding produt of the
individual degeneray fators Wk (K) = exp (Sk (K)) and Wv (V ) = exp (Sv (V )). One
an then dene for the total system as well as for the two subsystems the miroanonial
temperatures Ti and the assoiated heat apaities Ci (with i = k or v). If we now look
at the kineti energy distribution when the total energy is E we get
PE (K) = exp (Sk (K) + Sv (E −K)− S (E)) (3)
Then the most probable kineti energy K¯E for the total energy E is dened by the
equality of the partial miroanonial temperatures Tk
(
K¯E
)
= Tv
(
E − K¯E
)
. The most
probable kineti energy K¯E an be used as a miroanonial thermometer. Using a Gaus-
sian approximation for PE (K) the kineti energy variane an be alulated as [?℄
σ2k = T¯
2 CkCv
Ck + Cv
(4)
where Ck and Cv are the miroanonial heat apaities alulated for the most probable
energy partition. Equation (4) an be inverted to extrat from the observed utuations
the heat apaity
C ≃ Ck + Cv =
Ck
1− σ2k/σ¯
2
k
(5)
where we have introdued the anonial kineti energy utuation σ¯2k = T¯
2Ck. This ex-
pression shows that when Cv diverges and then beomes negative, σ
2
k remains positive but
overomes the anonial expetation σ¯2k = T¯
2Ck. This anomalously large kineti energy
utuation is a signature of the rst order phase transition.
The normalized utuations σ2K/Tλ
2
obtained in the miroanonial ensemble for a
lattie-gas with an average volume onstrained by a Lagrange multiplier λ are shown in
the energy-λ plane in gure 5 together with the isotherms. One an learly see that the
utuations are abnormally large in the oexistene region up to the ritial temperature.
From g. 5 it is apparent that the phase transition signal is visible in the temperature
(bak-bending) as well as in the utuation observable (normalized utuations larger
than Ck).
The right part of the gure presents examples of expeted behavior of the temperature as
a funtion of energy at a onstant pressure or a onstant average volume in the subritial
region. At onstant pressure a bak-bending is learly seen. On the other hand at onstant
average volume a smooth behavior is observed with a slope hange entering the gas phase.
8Figure 5. Isobar lattie gas model: Left part : Isotherms and ontour plot of the normal-
ized kineti energy utuations in the Lagrange parameter versus energy plane. The level
orresponding to the anonial expetation σ21/T
2 = 1.5 is shown. Thik line: ritial
isotherm. Right panel : Thermodynami quantities in the miroanonial ensemble for
a transformation at onstant pressure and at onstant volume (right part). Upper pan-
els: alori urve. Lower panels: normalized kineti energy utuations ompared to the
anonial expetation (lines). Medium panels: heat apaity (symbols) ompared to the
estimation through eq.(5) (lines) at onstant pressure (left part) and at onstant volume
(right part).
9This is due to the fat that the λ parameter varies rapidly in the oexistene region. From
these examples one learly sees that the various transformations lead to very dierent
alori urves. More generally, it is lear that the bak-bending of the temperature surfae
an be avoided depending on the path of the onsidered transformation and the phase
transition signal an be hidden in the observation of the alori urve.
On the other side partial energy utuations are a state variable whih does not depend
on the transformation from one state to another and an diretly give aess to the
equation of state: the anomalously large utuation signal will be always seen if the system
undergoes a rst order phase transition, independent of the path. As an example the lower
part of gure 5 shows a onstant Pλ or< V >λ ut of the bidimensional utuation surfae.
The quantitative behavior of the heat apaity as a funtion of energy depends on the
spei transformation, but at eah point the heat apaity extrated from utuations is
a diret measure of the underlying equation of state. This is learly demonstrated in the
medium part of gure 5 whih ompares the exat heat apaity Cλ with the utuation
approximation. The agreement between the two results illustrates the auray of the
estimation (14).
3. Conlusions
Phase transitions are universal properties of matter in interation. They have been
widely studied in the thermodynamial limit of innite systems. However, in many physi-
al situations this limit annot be aessed and so phase transitions should be reonsidered
from a more general point of view. This is for example the ase of matter under long range
fores like gravitation. Even if these self gravitating systems are very large they annot
be onsidered as innite beause of the non saturating nature of the fore. Other ases
are provided by mirosopi or mesosopi systems built out of matter whih is known to
present phase transitions. Metalli lusters an melt before being vaporized. Quantum
uid may undergo Bose ondensation or super-uid phase transition. Dense hadroni
matter should merge in a quark and gluon plasma phase while nulei are expeted to ex-
hibit a liquid -gas phase transition. For all these systems the theoretial and experimental
issue is how to sign a possible phase transition in a nite system.
In this paper we have shown that phase transitions an be uniquely dened for nite
systems. Depending upon the statistial ensemble one should look for dierent signals.
In the ensemble where the order parameter is free to utuate (intensive ensemble) the
topology of the event distribution should be studied. A bimodal distribution signals a
rst order phase transition. This ourrene of a bimodal distribution is equivalent to the
alignment of the partition sum zeroes as desribed by the Yang and Lee theorem. In the
assoiated extensive ensemble, the bimodality ondition is equivalent to the requirement
of a onvexity anomaly in the thermodynami potential.
The rst experimental evidenes of suh a phenomenon have been reported reently
dierent elds:
the melting of sodium lusters[23℄, the fragmentation of hydrogen lusters[24℄, the pair-
ing in nulei[25℄ and nulear multifragmentation[26℄. However, muh more experimental
and theoretial studies are now expeted to progress in this new eld of phase transitions
in nite systems.
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